**Avermedia TV Volar Green HD(A835) TV Tuner Dongle**

- P/N: 61A835XX00BL
- Support H.264 / MPEG-2 HDTV formats up to 1080i / 720p
- Direct iPod / PSP format recording
- Digital Subtitle & MHEG-5 Support
- Scheduled Recording
- High gain Antenna
- Wake Up Recording from Stand By / Hibernate Mode
- Bundled Software: AVerTV 3D
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tk. 2,500/= (P/N: 61A8335XX00BL)

**Avermedia Sound Bar for gaming (GS331) with SubWoofe (GS335)**

- P/N: 40AAG331ANR
- Optimize listening experience in game, movie and music
- 40 W of rich and lifelike sound in sound bar and 70W of heart pounding Bass in woofer
- Woofer connected wirelessly with sound bar
- Adjust volume at fingertips from woofer
- Bluetooth 4.0 A2DP, AVRCP, 5.8 GHz
- Power Adapter: AC 100-240V, DC 18V/2A
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tk. 15,000/= (P/N: 40AAG333ANRM)
- Tk. 7,800/= (P/N: 61C0390000AK)

**Avermedia DVD EzMaker 7 (C039)**

- P/N: 61C0390000AK
- Digitize analog videos
- Supports various A/V devices (VHS, VCR/VCD, Camcorder)
- Create DVDs / VCDs
- H.264 format authoring
- Video noise reduction
- Upload to YouTube & Facebook (Windows only)
- Bundled Software: Cyberlink Power Producer 5.5 &  Power Director 10DE
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tt. 7,800/= (P/N: 61C0390000AK)

**Avermedia AV to HDMI Converter (ET111)**

- P/N: 61ET1110A0AF
- EzRecorder 130 takes care of recording the content right on time as scheduled
- Save Your Favorite Moments: pause or snapshot moments
- Review and post-edit your footage on the spot with the built-in video editor
- Storage: USB External HDD, USB Flash Drive
- Max. resolution: 1080P
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tk. 15,000/= (P/N: 61ER1300A0AC)

**Avermedia AV to HDMI Converter (ET111)**

- P/N: 61AW3130A0AR
- Designed for K-12 teachers, the Wireless Teacher Microphone delivers clear reception and speaker buzz reduction to ensure the best audio quality for teaching.
- The lightweight microphone can be worn with a lanyard or be clipped onto your clothing
- A powerful built-in battery allows for all-day use.
- The receiver is compatible with various types of in-class speaker system
- Can easily cover a 40-student classroom
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tk. 17,500/= (P/N: 61AW3130A0AR)

**Avermedia Wireless Microphone for Teaching**

- P/N: 40AAAGS331ANR
- Optimize listening experience in game, movie and music
- 40 W of rich and lifelike sound in sound bar and 70W of heart pounding Bass in woofer
- Woofer connected wirelessly with sound bar
- Adjust volume at fingertips from woofer
- Bluetooth 4.0 A2DP, AVRCP, 5.8 GHz
- Power Adapter: AC 100-240V, DC 18V/2A
- 1 Year Warranty.
- Tk. 7,800/= (P/N: 61C0390000AK)
- Tk. 4,900/= (P/N: 40AAAGS335ANR)